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MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

SATYENDRA MISHRA
PRINCIPAL

Come intermittent rain or scorching heat I know we have to meet... On these 
fabulously decorated pages describing the diurnal activities of you all... Despite the 
solar might of May it is my heartiest delight to invite you and invigorate your souls.

Let me tell you that your school has left almost nothing on the way to your 
intellectual and spiritual success. 
On that positive note let me see you all in good shape and fine health, as usual.
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Telecasting of 'Pariksha Pe Charcha’
Delhi Public School, Gaya never stops thinking about the holistic 

development of the students. This time, the school organised the 

live telecast of 'Pariksha Pe Charcha' programme for the students of 

Classes IX, X & XII on 01.04.2022, in the school auditorium. The 

screening of the programme was organised under the direct 

supervision of our Principal Sir, Mr. Satyendra Kumar Mishra.

It was a one-hour interaction of Prime Minister Narendra Modi with 

students, parents and teachers on various exam related issues. Mr. 

Modi interacted with around 2,000 school students who had 

gathered from across the states and Union Territories.

The Prime Minister arrived at the venue to a rousing welcome. Mr. 

Modi started the session after wishing all the students a prosperous 

future. During his interaction he took around 20 questions, 

basically on success and failure, aspirations, technological 

development, stress, challenges, time management, choosing a 

stream of studies and dealing with hostel life. He then urged the 

students to come forward for nation-building. After the live 

programme, our Principal Sir, Mr. S.K. Mishra also uplifted the 

morale of the students with his advice and suggestions.

Welcome Day at DPS Gaya
To gladden the hearts of our tiny tots back to school after the break 

and for creating a homely atmosphere, a welcome event was 

organised for the students of Pre-Primary and Primary sections at 

the Main Campus as well as the City Campus of Delhi Public School, 

Gaya on 4th April, 2022.

The first day of the new session began with joy and marked the 

commencement of a new journey. Our tiny tots were neatly dressed 

and the teachers made them look more graceful by giving them 

colourful balloons. Both the campuses were decorated splendidly 

and the students’ excitement was seen on their cheerful faces as 

they were eager to interact with their new mates and teachers. 

Different activities were organised for the students where they 

exhibited their talent by making posters, crowns and many other 

things. Our Principal Sir wished all the students to start a blissful 

and prosperous journey for the present academic year. To sum up, 

all the children spent their entire day with great delight and went 

home not only with smiling faces but also with delighted hearts.
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Welcome Day at DPS Gaya
With the commencement of another academic year 2022-23, Delhi 

Public School, Gaya (Main Branch & City Branch) welcomed the 

students whose long awaited tender steps entered the campus with 

great zeal and zest to unveil the beginning of the new session on 

5th April, 2022.

Both the campuses were decorated beautifully and the students’ 

excitement was seen on their cheerful faces as they were eager to 

interact with their new mates and teachers. Different activities were 

organized for the students where they exhibited their talent by 

making posters, crowns and many other things.

Musical Workshop by Padma Bhushan Pandit Sajan Mishra
"Music expresses that which cannot be put into words and that which cannot remain silent."

Believing in the dictum that studying music builds cultural knowledge and creative skills and improves children’s health, well-being 

and wider educational attainment, Delhi Public School, Gaya organized a one of its kind musical session.

The musical workshop was conducted by Padma Bhushan Pandit Sajan Mishra on 11th April, 2022 for the classes VI - VIII. In the 

gracious presence of our Honourable PVC Sir, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar and Respected Principal Sir, Mr. Satyendra Mishra, the programme 

started with the auspicious Lamp Lighting Ceremony and after that the great Classical Vocal Guru Padma Bhushan Pandit Sajan Mishra 

and his disciples were introduced to the teachers as well as the huge gathering of the students.

Pandit Sajan Mishra started the programme with a beautiful Morning Raga and enthralled everyone present in the auditorium with his 

melodious and soothing voice. The performance of Padma Bhushan Pandit Sajan Mishra really offered the students a valuable first-

hand look into the process of developing the voice for singing the Raga and other classical tones. In this programme , the students 

experienced how music goes through the human molecules to awaken experiences that changes people. "Music is the art of the 

prophets and the gift of God."; so aptly said by none other than Martin Luther King. 
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National Safe Motherhood Day
National Safe Motherhood Day is observed on April 11 every year. It 

is an initiative of the White Ribbon Alliance India (WRAI), to enforce 

that the women must have availability and adequate access to care 

during pregnancy and childbirth. To follow the same, Delhi Public 

School, Gaya’s Junior Wing conducted one Leaf Necklace Making 

Activity for the children on 11.04.2022. All the children participated 

wholeheartedly and enjoyed the amazing activity. This day also 

marks the birth anniversary of Kasturba Gandhi, the wife of the 

father of Nation, Mohan Das Karam Chand Gandhi.
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International Pet Day
Delhi Public School, Gaya believes that education must reflect on 

the process of living and in order to put those words in action on 

11th April our school celebrated International Pet Day. It was 

observed by the students of Pre- nursery to grade ll.
The students under the guidance of teachers made badges with 

pictures of pet animals on it and wore it as an emblem to showcase 

their affection towards the animals.
The students were made aware of the care that should be provided 

to pet animals and to treat them like family members by the 

teachers. They were also a part of the screening of different videos 

on pet care and the ‘Story of Pep.’
Our honorable PVC sir, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar has encouraged the 

students to be affectionate towards all the animals and our 

respected Principal sir, Mr. Satyendra Mishra advised the students 

to develop kindness and benevolence on this International Pet Day. 

FAREWELL CEREMONY 2021 - 2022
To bid adieu to the outgoing students of class XII, a farewell was 
organised in the auditorium of Delhi Public School, Gaya on 
13.04.2022. The day was a jubilant fiesta where students and 
teachers looked back at the years of life, laughter, and learning 
spent together. The venue was festooned with dazzling lights and 
the programme was graced by our Principal Sir, Mr. Satyendra 
Kumar Mishra, teachers and the students of class XII.

The celebrations started with a formal welcome note followed by a 
scintillating dance performance which set the tone for the 
programme. The cultural event was a plethora of talents that were 
exhibited in the form of dance and musical performances, which 
were appreciated and applauded by all. On this special occasion, a 
few students from the outgoing batch shared their experiences and 
emotions. They expressed their deep sense of love and gratitude to 
the teachers. Their words oozed innocence and gratefulness. Our 
Principal Sir, Mr. S.K. Mishra and the teachers of senior grades 
addressed the students and cherished the memories together and 
blessed them good luck for their better and prosperous future.

The day gifted an unforgettable experience that shall be etched in 
the minds and hearts of the students. Mementos were handed over 
to students of class XII as a token of remembrance. The 
photographs taken during the programme will remain a testimony 
of the students’ joyous and emotional departure from 
their second home.
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Flameless Cooking Activity
In our pursuit of healthy living, Flameless Cooking Activity was 

conducted for the students of Delhi Public School Gaya’s Pre 

Primary section.

In this fun filled activity, the students were involved in preparing 

lemonade and fruit salad. They were also motivated to follow a 

healthy diet for healthy life. The fun filled activity was an amazing 

one where the little children came to know about the importance 

of eating healthy food and fruits.

"Weekly Quiz”
Quiz is one of the most interesting as well as informative game 

shows loved and participated in all over the world.

DPS Gaya has always trained & encouraged the young learners to 

partake in different types of Inter House/Class/School Quizzes. To 

enthuse all the youngsters further a very new and innovative step 

has been taken by the DPS Gaya in the form of mailing all the 

students "Weekly Dose" of G.K./Quiz Questions for overall 

preparation and then conducting the Intra/Inter Class Quiz in the 

School Auditorium, beginning today, for the classes 6 and 7.

It was a fabulous show of bonhomie and superb display of 

intelligence by the young bravehearts. Honourable Principal Sir, 

Mr. S. K. Mishra encouraged everyone with his fabulously 

inimitable presence. The entire deliberation was ably conducted 

by the Quiz Master Pradip Banerjee along with good assistance 

from Mr. Prakash, our new S.St. teacher. Students and teachers 

enjoyed thoroughly and left the auditorium with great hope to 

come back soon. Let me wish all the serious quizzards all the very 

best.
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World Heritage Day
Delhi Public School Gaya’s Junior Wing celebrated World Heritage 

Day on April 18, 2022 to raise awareness among students about 

preserving our heritage sites and also the efforts required to 

conserve and draw attention towards it.

A special activity was organised where students showed pictures of 

the World Heritage Sites and spoke age appropriate sentences. 

The little children enjoyed the activity and participated 

wholeheartedly.

Inter- House Extempore competition
Delhi Public School, Gaya always thrives to look after the all-round 

development of students and imbibe a true spirit of learning 

communicative skills. To justify this promise, an Inter- House 

Extempore competition was held in the school auditorium on 

20.04.2022 under the supervision of the HoD (English) & Academic 

Coordinator, Mr. Uday Bhanu Roy.

Every moment of our life is unscripted like an extempore 

competition. What comes on our platter at those allotted two 

minutes time is completely unknown. Perhaps that’s the beauty of 

this competition. The students showcased spectacular 

performance in this competition. Their feisty and perfect elocution 

was praiseworthy. The show that witnessed stiff competition was 

judged by a panel of eminent faculty members of the school.

We are thankful to our honourable PVC Sir, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar who 

has provided the students the platform to showcase their soft skills 

and our respected Principal Sir, Mr. Satyendra Kumar Mishra who is 

always eager to motivate the students to participate in all these 

events.
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Show and Tell activity
The bumblebees of the junior sections of Delhi Public School, Gaya 

were abuzz with excitement as they merrily took part in the fun-

filled ‘Show and Tell’ activity conducted on 20.04.2022.

To hone the oratorical skills and boost the confidence of our young 

learners, the activity was organised for the students of classes Pre-

Primary to Grade II. The young learners prepared zealously for the 

assigned activities and brought alive their unbridled imagination 

through their performances.

Delhi Public School Gaya Celebrates Earth Day, 2022
Mahatma Gandhi said, “Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s needs, but not even one man’s greed.” which underscores the 

expediency to promote a harmonious relationship with the mother Earth. Earth Day is an Annual Celebration across the globe, but at 

the same time, it exhorts us to maintain the sustainability of our ecosystems on our Mother Earth.
In a bid to promote the awareness about the need to save our planet Earth and thank nature for all its bounties, Delhi Public School, 

Gaya celebrated Earth Day on April 22, 2022 with interminable effervescence. Students from classes VI-XII participated in the Sit and 

Draw Competition in the school auditorium. The event underlined the importance of inoculating and safeguarding planet Earth from 

further deterioration. The participants provided a deeper artistic insight by drawing the planet Earth that upheld the sanctity of the 

auspicious day.
Pro Vice Chairman, DPS, Gaya, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar and the Principal, Mr. Satyendra Kumar Mishra underscored the importance of 

preserving the planet Earth and exhorted all to live in harmony with it. 
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Delhi Public School Gaya Celebrates Earth Day, 2022
Carl Sagan said, “Preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, the only home we have ever known.” which accentuates the prudence to 

promote a felicitous relationship with the planet Earth. Earth Day is celebrated annually across the globe, but at the same time, it 

urges us to maintain the sustainability of our ecosystems on the planet Earth.

In a bid to promote the awareness about the need to save our planet Earth and thank nature for all its bounties, Delhi Public School, 

Gaya celebrated Earth Day on April 22, 2022 with infinite ebullience. Students from classes Classes Nursery - V participated in the 

Sapling Plantation Drive near the school auditorium. Close on the heels of Sapling Plantation Drive, all the participants again 

assembled to participate in Sit and Draw Competition. The events underlined the importance of immunizing and protecting planet 

Earth from further deterioration. The participants provided a deeper insight into the campaign by drawing the planet Earth and 

planting saplings that upheld the uprightness of the auspicious day.
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Delhi Public School Gaya Celebrates Earth Day, 2022
Helen Keller said, “To me a lush carpet of pine needles or spongy grass is more welcome than the most luxurious Persian rug.” which  
accentuates the urgency to establish a congenial relationship with the planet Earth. Earth Day is celebrated annually across the globe, but at 
the same time, it reminds us to maintain the sanctity of the planet Earth in this universe.
In its endeavor to promote the awareness about the need to save our planet Earth and thank nature for all its bounties, Delhi Public School, 
Gaya celebrated Earth Day on April 22, 2022 with immeasurable alacrity. Students from Pre-Nursery to Prep (Junior Wing) and Classes I to II 
participated in a litany plethora of activities. Students of Pre-Nursery participated in Colouring Activity and the students of Nursery 
participated in Clay Modelling. Besides, students of Prep participated in Leaf Necklace Making and the students of class I participated in Bird 
Feeder Making. The activities transcended every boundary of creativity and added a new dimension to their imagination. The activities 
underlined the importance of protecting the planet Earth from further degeneration. The participants provided a deeper insight into the 
campaign by participating in a slew of activities that upheld the uprightness of the auspicious day.
Pro Vice Chairman, DPS, Gaya, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar and the Principal, Mr. Satyendra Kumar Mishra underscored the importance of preserving 
the planet Earth and exhorted all to live in harmony with it.
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William Shakespeare’s 458th Birth Anniversary & World Book Day
William Shakespeare said, “Literature is a comprehensive essence 

of the intellectual life of a nation.”
In its endeavor to provide the students with an opportunity to 

explore their innate abilities, transcending the conventional 

syllabus, Delhi Public School, Gaya celebrated the 458th birth 

anniversary of William Shakespeare on April 23, 2022 with 

boundless exuberance. Students of Classes VI-VIII participated in 

an INTER HOUSE JAM (Just a Minute) COMPETITION 2022. The 

participants from each house mesmerized the audience with their 

riveting one minute presentations of Shakespeare’s monologues.
Mansi Kumari (Class VIII F) of Aryabhatta House bagged the first 

position in the closely contested competition. The second and 

third positions were clinched by Alankrita Deb (Class VI I) of 

Chanakya House and Muskaan (Class VIII F) of Buddha House 

respectively. Sharanya (Class VII E) of Aryabhatta House received 

special accolade for her enchanting presentation.
Pro-Vice Chairman, DPS Gaya, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar and the Principal 

congratulated the position holders and appreciated the efforts of 

all the participants and the In-charges for making the event a 

great success. The principal underscored the importance of 

reading books for broadening the intellectual horizon of teachers 

a s 
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SPELL BEE COMPETITION
'Get a Little Better Every Single Day', conforming to this proverb, 
DPS Gaya organized an interesting Spell-Bee Competition for the 
students of grades III to V on 23rd April 2022 to celebrate English 
Language Day and World Book Day. The competition was 
conducted in the respective classes by the teachers of English. The 
young minds found it a brilliant opportunity to showcase their 
command over spellings. Each and every student participated 
enthusiastically. The competition was carved up into three rounds 
with varying difficulty levels. Honourable Principal, Mr Satyendra 
Kumar Mishra, applauded the conduction of such engrossing and 
productive competitions and motivated the students for their 
outstanding performance.

Delhi Public School Gaya's Junior Wing Celebrates World Book Day
J K Rowling said, "I do believe something magical can happen 
when you read a good book." which assumes a great significance 
in our life as books provide a deeper insight into the development 
of intellectual wisdom.

In its endeavor to provide the students with the opportunity of 
exploring their intrinsic capabilities beyond the conventional 
syllabus, Delhi Public School, Gaya's Junior Wing celebated World 
Book Day on April 23, 2022 with incalculable cheerfulness. 
Students from Pre-Nursery to Class I participated in Book Making 
Activity with unparalleled creativity. Moreover, students of Prep 
witnessed a glimpse of books, describing the life of various 
animals.

Pro Vice Chairman, DPS, Gaya, Mr. Sanjeev Kumar and the Principal 
appreciated the efforts of the tiny tots and the In-charges for 
making the event a great success. Besides, they underlined the 
importance of reading books for broadening the intellectual 
horizon of students as well as teachers.
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Classroom Activity
A very important Classroom Activity was conducted by the 
students of XII C under the guidance of Ms. Jaya regarding the 
Importance of Management and how the different levels of 
management work in any organisation. Many students of the class 
took turns to explain the finer points in minute detail which was 
very well received by the class and appreciated by the honourable 
Principal Mr. S. K. Mishra. The most important partakers in this 
Classroom Presentation Project conducted in Std. XII - C are Aditya 
Singh, Ridhima Bhardwaj, Nikunj, Bhumika and Nida Khan. DPS 
Gaya has always been the harbinger of holistic learning and 
progressive approach to bring out the best in the learners and in 
this regard we all must thank the silent and behind the scene 
support of our honourable PVC Sir. Let us bask in the glory of the 
success of our loving students who would be future leaders of 
society at different levels.

CBSE Training for the Conduction of Term II Examination.
An online training session was conducted by the Central Board of 
Secondary Education (CBSE), New Delhi on April 25, 2022 for 
laying out the strategy for the efficacious conduction of Term II 
Examination, beginning from April 26, 2022. Delhi Public School 
Gaya assiduously participated in the training session along with all 
the schools in India and abroad, affiliated to the Central Board of 
Secondary Education.
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Celebration of World Day for Safety and Health at Work
In the spirit of the celebration of World Day for Safety and Health 
at Work, the students of DPS, Gaya (Junior Wing) were engaged in 
the activity of filling worksheets with exercises on safety measures, 
that are needed to be taken at work places like wearing helmets, 
life jackets, gloves, etc.
The students were made aware of the different hazards and the 
safety procedures which should be employed during the time of 
crisis.
Our honourable PVC Sir has provided the platform to the students 
to be acquainted with these precautions and our respected 
Principal Sir has encouraged the students to actively take part in 
these endeavours. 

DPS, Gaya Organises Flameless Cooking
Hippocrates, Ancient Greek Physician said, “Let food be thy medicine, thy 
medicine shall be thy food.”
Delhi Public School, Gaya organised Flamless Cooking on April 29, 2022 
to corroborate the underlying theme of the event. Students from Pre-
Nursery to Class II participated in a slew of activities to mark this event. 
Students of Pre-Nursery and Nursery prepared Yoghurt Parfait, using 
curd, raisins, dates, strawberries and cornflakes. Students of Prep 
prepared immensely nutritious sprout salad. Meanwhile, students of 
Grade I and II prepared Fruity Barbeque and Tortilla Wraps with highly 
nutritious ingredients.
The Pro-Vice Chairman and the Principal, DPS Gaya commended the 
efforts of the students and In- Charges for promoting awareness to 
incorporate healthy diet in our eating habits.
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Delhi Public School Gaya’s Junior Wing celebrated World Veterinary Day on April 29, 2022 to promote strengthening of veterinary 
health.
The event underscored the need to stymie cruelty towards animals. The students of the junior wing enthusiastically participated 
in “Animal Badge Making Activity” in consonance with the theme of the programme.
The Pro-Vice Chairman and the Principal, DPS Gaya commended the efforts of the students for promoting awareness to curb 
cruelty towards animals.

DPS Gaya’s Junior Wing Ceebrates Word Veterinary Day 2022
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